CSC290: Grammar Worksheet

Add the appropriate punctuation to each sentence. You may need to capitalize some words.

1. Most people think they write well study shows that they do not

2. The Lisp programming language is old but still relevant today

3. Since other factors play a role in hiring decisions having only a single set of skills is not enough

4. The Structure and Interpretation of Computer Programs a book by Sussman and Abelson is a great text

5. Life is like a puzzle half the fun is in trying to work it out

6. The best writers are those who read a lot and write a lot

7. My favorite cake is made of carrots flour butter eggs and cream cheese icing

8. I am a computer science student at UTM my favourite course is CSC148

9. I went to the grocery store today I bought a ton of fruit Apples grapes and pears were on sale

10. I have many goals in life I aspire to become a researcher or scientist and run a marathon

11. Let me share some of my interests writing walking and coding

12. When I first ran the code it didn’t work when I fixed the bug there were ten more I was fixing bugs for days